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Human hearing

• Physiology of the ear

– pinnae (outer)

– ossicles (middle)

– cochlea (inner)

• Perception of sound

– Frequency limits

– Critical bands

– Loudness

– Pitch

– Beating and roughness
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Preparation for Human hearing

• Physiology of the ear and cochlea

– sketch all parts of the ear that

are used for auditory perception

• Find out how you would do

an experiment to measure:

– loudness,

– pitch, or

– critical bands
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Physiology of the ear
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Outer ear

Each pinna (plural pinnae) funnels sound into the ear drum.

Its shape provides cues for sound localisation.
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Middle ear

The hammer (malleus), anvil (incus) and stirrup (stapes)

are the smallest bones in your body, so called ossicles.

They act like a lever to convert air vibration to match the

impedance of the fluid in the inner ear.
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The cochlea

The cochlea in the inner ear holds the organ of hearing.

Fluid motion in vestibular canal moves basilar membrane.

Hair cells respond to this motion causing nerve firings on the
auditory nerve, which transmits information to the brain.
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Frequency range of the basilar membrane

Normal range of audible

frequencies is limited from

20 Hz to 20 kHz.
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Critical bands and frequency masking

Resolution, or criti-

cal bandwidth, gets

broader as frequency

increases.

Frequency masking

occurs within a crit-

ical band, which is

used, e.g., in MPEG

layer 3 (MP3).
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Perception of loudness

To a first approximation, human perception of loudness
corresponds to a logarithmic scale. This is the motivation
for defining Sound Pressure Level (SPL) in decibels (dB).

Sensitivity varies with frequency across the audible range.
Frequency weighting can compensate, e.g., A-weighted SPL.
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Perception of pitch

Just like critical bands, human hearing does not perceive

frequency changes linearly, especially over 1 kHz.

Psychoacoustic measurement of frequency differences gives

a normalised frequency scale of pitch discrimination, Mels.
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Perception of modulation

Beats (slow variations) and roughness (fast variations) are

caused by interference between closely-spaced frequencies:
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Human hearing

• Physiology of the ear

– pinnae (outer)

– ossicles (middle)

– cochlea (inner)

– basilar membrane

• Perception of sound

– Critical bands and

frequency masking

– Loudness and pitch

– Beats and roughness
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Preparation for Noise measurement

• What is a sound intensity?

– look up a definition of sound intensity

– obtain an expression for the sound intensity level

(SIL, in dB)

• What are typical values for the sound level?

– write down at least three SIL or SPL readings

and the conditions when they might occur

• What is the idea of a noise exposure?

– find an expression for noise exposure

– look up the allowable daily noise dose
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